2012 SECOND HAND BOOK SALE

YEAR 11 SACE

2012 Year 11s to sell / 2013 Year 11s to buy

ACCOUNTING
Macmillan VCE Accounting Units 1&2 w/digital book(5th Edn) Box & King

ANCIENT STUDIES
Antiquity 2 – HSC Stage 6 (3rd Edn) Hurley et al

BIOLOGY
GCSE Biology (3rd Edn) MacKean

CHEMISTRY
Heinemann Chemistry 1 Enhanced – Text/CD (4th Edn) Lukins

CHINESE - CONTINUERS
Dictionary – Ch/Eng - Eng/Ch Oxford Concise (4th Edn) (Retain from 2012) Manser
Chinese Made Easy Book 4 - Text + CD (2nd Edn) Yamin & Xinying

ECONOMICS
Economics Key Ideas – Textbook SACE Stage 1 Averis

ENGLISH
Blue Light Clear Atoms - Poetry for Senior Students (2nd Edn) (Retain for use in Year 12) McFarlane & Temple
Senior Text Types – Writing Guide for Students (Retain for use in Year 12) Housden

FRENCH
Le Petit Nicolas (Folio Edn) - white cover Sempé

GERMAN
Dictionary - Collins German/English + Grammar (6th Edn) (Retain from 2012) Collins
LEGAL STUDIES
Legal Studies Key Ideas Textbook SACE I (3rd Edn) Bailey et al

MATHEMATICAL APPLICATIONS
Mathematics for Yr 11 - Maths Applications (with CD) (2nd Edn) Haese
(Books will be accepted for sale with or without CD)

MATHEMATICAL METHODS
Mathematics for Yr 11 - Functions Statistics & Chance (6th Ed) + CD Haese
Mathematics for Yr 11 - Geometry & Trigonometry (5th Ed) +CD Haese
(Books will be accepted for sale with or without CD)

MATHEMATICAL STUDIES
Mathematics for Yr 11 - Functions Statistics & Chance (6th Ed) + CD Haese
Mathematics for Yr 11 - Geometry & Trigonometry (5th Ed) + CD Haese
(Books will be accepted for sale with or without CD)

SPECIALIST MATHEMATICS
Mathematics for Yr 11 - Functions Statistics & Chance (6th Ed) + CD Haese
Mathematics for Yr 11 - Geometry & Trigonometry (5th Ed) + CD Haese
(Books will be accepted for sale with or without CD)

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Live It Up 1 VCE PE Units 1&2 (3rd Edn) Judge

PHYSICS
Jacaranda Physics1 – Preliminary (Text / eBkplus) (3rd Ed) Andriessen